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PART-TIME STUDIES

onecard.sheridancollege.ca
Plastic Cards

This is the traditional plastic onecard, available to all employees and students, the type of student is identified by the template as shown below.

Visual Validation

These cards are printed with an estimated expiry date on the front of the card that is used to validate the students academic status at entities external to Sheridan.
Digital ID

This is the Sheridan onecard in a digital version made available to all Sheridan Students in the Touchnet 360u mobile app. There is no expiry to this pass and is only available to the student when their account is active. When a students account is not longer active, they will be unable to authenticate into the Touchnet 360u app to show the Digital ID page or plastic card images also available in the app.

Visual Validation

Ensure the pass is being presented in the Touchnet 360u app and not a screenshot or any other format.

A live view of the digital campus ID will display a **digital clock** at the top of the page where the seconds can be observed in motion counting as time passes. If the clock is not counting, this is a fraudulent use of the onecard and should be reported to onecard@sheridancollege.ca along with the student ID number.
Mobile ID (iOS)

This is an example of the Sheridan mobile ID in Apple Wallet and there is no expiry for this pass but it is only accessible to a student with an active account. Expired passes will remain in the Apple Wallet app for nostalgic purposes. The expired pass will identify as such by saying, “This card cannot be used” listed below the expired pass.

Visual Validation

Ensure the pass is being presented in the wallet app and not a screenshot in photos or in any other app.

*Please ensure there is no message below the artwork to indicate, “This card cannot be used”. This message means that the pass has expired and is no longer valid.*
Mobile ID (Android)

This is an example of the Sheridan mobile ID for Android, this is displayed in the TouchNet 306u mobile app and replaces the Digital ID. Much like the digital ID the there is no expiry to this pass and is only available to the student while their account is active. When a students account is not longer active, they will be unable to authenticate into the Touchnet 360u app to show the Digital ID.

Visual Validation

Ensure the pass is being presented in the Touchnet 360u app and not a screenshot or any other format.

A live view of the digital campus ID will display a digital clock at the top of the page where the seconds can be observed in motion counting as time passes.